Romance – Fall 2020 Framework Collection
The new fabric collection by Brentano, in collaboration with Gensler, product design consultant.
FRAMEWORK (freym-wurk): a frame or structure composed of parts fitted and joined together.
Framework, Brentano’s Fall 2020 collection, uses fabrics to create a consistent, modern narrative within a
space. The series of textiles introduces highly textural anchor fabrics that are both handsome and tactile,
while also offering the high levels of performance synonymous with Brentano.
There is a clear vision for the collection’s palette that is fresh, contemporary and relevant, comprised of
energetic primary tones, clean pastels and useable neutrals. While all the fabrics have an individual
personality, there is a distinct color-guided dialogue between them. Like building blocks, they come together
to create striking monochromatic interiors or subtle spaces awash with complementary tones.
The Framework collection is hugely versatile with solid upholstery choices, sophisticated indoor/outdoor
options and smart panel fabrics. Standout introductions include: Huddle, a fun and luxurious knit boucle, Plot
and Query, a pair of highly dimensional matelassé and Scene, a thoroughly updated flannel plaid.
A studied, foundational and collaborative collection, Framework can truly be described as a series of modern
classics that refine and enhance any expressive design.

Performance Upholstery
Chatter 4330

TRI ► SISTANT bleach cleanable

Contents: 70% Polyester, 25% Acrylic, 5% Linen

Chatter has the look and feel of a soft and pliable basket weave, with its nubby texture and mottled coloration
enhancing a feeling of casual luxury. The 14 fresh colorways of this 54” wide upholstery fabric, complement
the rest of the Framework collection and serve to expand the relevance of this family of fabrics. Passing CAL
117, with an abrasion resistance of 100,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), bleach cleanability, and
a cross-linked stain resistant finish Tri-sistant, Chatter is well suited to the rigors of any stylish but demanding
space.
Notes 4319

TRI ► SISTANT bleach cleanable

Contents: 70% Polyester, 25% Acrylic, 5% Linen

Notes uses its 16 compelling colorways to bring an enlightened sense of modernity to a classic plain weave.
Relaxed but elegant, Notes is a 54” wide upholstery fabric with an abrasion resistance of 100,000 double rubs
(Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck) and passes CAL 117. It’s also bleach cleanable and features Brentano’s crosslinked stain resistant finish Tri-sistant, making this fabric a necessary standard for all manner of projects.
Plot 4354

TRI ► SISTANT bleach cleanable

Contents: 100% Polyester

Plot is graphic, modern, relevant and original. Like its sister fabrics, Query and Sequence, it takes a
matelassé construction and successfully updates it for the 21st century. This 54” wide upholstery fabric has
16 fabulous colors to emphasize its grid pattern and an abrasion resistance of 100,000 double rubs
(Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck). In addition to passing CAL 117 Plot is bleach cleanable and features Brentano’s
cross-linked stain resistant finish Tri-sistant, assuring Plot looks equally as cool in a boutique hotel lobby, a
Fortune 500 boardroom or the hippest of homes.
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Performance Upholstery (cont.)
Query 4356

TRI ► SISTANT bleach cleanable

Contents: 100% Polyester

Query brings an element of fun to the Framework Collection. Quirky yet considered, the traditional matelassé
construction of this 54” wide fabric adds a sense of contemporary charm to both Query and its sister fabrics,
Plot and Sequence. Its 16 stunning colors embolden this involving design still further. Query has an abrasion
resistance of 100,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), passes CAL 117, is bleach cleanable and
features Brentano’s Tri-sistant cross-linked stain resistant finish. These qualities cement Query’s status as a
default choice for any project seeking to add a dynamic and tactile dimension to its design.
Sequence 4366

TRI ► SISTANT bleach cleanable

Contents: 100% Polyester

Sequence is a bold and structured twill matelassé, whose undulating ribs and grooves create a sense of
visual depth and interest. A 54” wide upholstery fabric, Sequence is the sister fabric to Plot and Query, and is
available in 16 refreshing colors that coordinate instinctively with the rest of the collection. Sequence is made
even more versatile through its high rating of 100,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck) and its bleach
cleanability. It also passes CAL 117 and features Brentano’s Tri-sistant cross-linked stain resistant finish,
making Sequence perfect for any project.
Tune 4335
Contents: 100% Polyester

bleach cleanable

Tune stands as a tremendously versatile anchor fabric whose mélange of yarns entwine to create a gentle
kinetic appearance that is both soothing yet alluring. Its utility is only added to by its 12 vivacious colorways
with an abrasion resistance of 100,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), this 56” wide textile is
suitable for upholstery, drapery and as an acoustical, hydrophobic panel fabric. Tune passes CAL 117, ASTM
E-84 Class A (unadhered), and NFPA 701. Tune benefits from being bleach cleanable and Brentano’s crosslinked stain resistant finish Tri-sistant can also be added, making Tune the essence of beauty + performance.

Indoor/Outdoor Upholstery
Duet 1241
Contents: 60% Solution-Dyed Polypropylene, 25% Solution-Dyed FR Polypropylene, 15% Acrylic

bleach cleanable

Duet is a perfect marriage of two yarns of complimentary colors woven together to create an understated
micro-pattern full of visual interest. An indoor/outdoor textile available in 11 stunning colorways, Duet is
equally at home by the pool or working hard in the family room. This 54” wide upholstery fabric is bleach
cleanable, bacterial resistant and passes Cal 117. Duet also has 100,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Wire
Screen), making it as durable as it is handsome and an excellent addition to any design project.
Fuse 1224
Contents: 100% Solution-Dyed FR Polypropylene

bleach cleanable

Fuse is a highly tactile textile that is both restrained and chic. With an understated patination, this hugely
versatile 54” wide cloth is not only suitable for indoor/outdoor upholstery but is also an excellent hydrophobic
and acoustical panel fabric. Featuring 14 colorways ranging from quiet neutrals to energetic hues inspired by
nature, Fuse has an abrasion resistance of 60,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Wire Screen), passes CAL 117,
ASTM E-84 Class A (unadhered) and is IMO Wheelmark certified. In addition, Fuse is bleach cleanable and
bacterial resistant. It’s not overstating the facts to say Fuse is truly a fabric that can do it all.
Sync 1209
Contents: 60% Solution-Dyed Polypropylene, 25% Solution-Dyed FR Polypropylene, 15% Acrylic

bleach cleanable

Sync is a deeply textured and nuanced addition to Brentano’s indoor/outdoor upholstery selections. Goodlooking and highly practical, its soft hand and subtly colored slub yarn adds depth and interest to this instant
classic. Available in 5 warm, neutral colorways, this 54” wide fabric has an abrasion resistance of 100,000
double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Wire Screen) passes CAL 117, is bleach cleanable and bacterial resistant.
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Upholstery
Freehand 1281
Contents: 35% Wool, 28% Acrylic, 27% Polyester, 8% Spun Silk, 2% Nylon

Freehand is a smart and contemporary anchor fabric whose inviting and tactile aesthetic can be attributed to
the same slub yarn employed by its sister fabric, Trace. This 49” wide upholstery fabric is refined but casual
and is available in 17 beautiful colorways. Freehand passes CAL 117 and can be further enhanced by adding
Brentano’s cross-linked stain resistant finish Tri-sistant. With 100,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck)
Freehand is eminently durable, and has a soft hand that exudes comfort, making it suitable for residential,
hospitality and contract applications.
Hint 4705
Contents: 92% Wool, 8% Nylon

Hint is a rich, superior, lustrous and traditional wool sateen, thoroughly updated through its crisp,
contemporary palette. Its 18 colorways pair seamlessly with the rest of the collection and at 55” wide and with
an abrasion resistance of 100,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), Hint is suitable for both upholstery
and drapery applications. It also passes CAL 117, British Standards and it can be treated to pass NFPA 701
Test 1. Brentano’s cross-linked stain resistant finish Tri-sistant can be added under our cut yardage finish
program, making Hint an excellent choice for a variety of tailored projects.
Huddle 7303
Contents: 88% Polyester, 12% Cotton

Huddle is a cozy but sophisticated and luxurious, deep pile boucle that is sure to become an instant favorite.
Rich and inviting this 55” wide upholstery fabric comes in 18 decidedly dimensional colorways, which include
plush neutrals, bold hues and soft but fresh pastels. It passes CAL 117 and is also rated at 100,000 double
rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck). Huddle’s appeal can be further enhanced by adding Brentano’s cross-linked
stain resistant finish Tri-sistant. Whether contract, hospitality or residential, every project can use the warmth
and contemporary refinement brought by Huddle.
Scene 9649
Contents: 50% Acrylic, 25% Wool, 25% Polyester

Scene is a smart and dapper modern plaid whose scale and discreet detailing set apart this discerning wool
blend flannel. Appealing and attractive, Scene comes in 16 rich colorways, allowing this 56” wide reversible
upholstery fabric to be used as a vibrant anchor fabric or a dashing accent. It passes CAL 117 and is rated at
100,000 double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck) and has a stain resistant finish, making Scene the perfect
choice for residential, commercial and hospitality designs alike.
Trace 1279
Contents: 39% Wool, 32% Acrylic, 23% Polyester, 4% Spun Silk, 2% Nylon

Trace is a thoroughly modern, small-scale herringbone upholstery fabric, that, like its sister fabric Freehand,
employs a subtle colored slub yarn to create visual interest and add texture. Its soft hand is evident in all 12
colorways from dynamic neutrals to chic lavenders and bold reds. With an abrasion resistance of 100,000
double rubs (Wyzenbeek, Cotton Duck), the durability of this 49” wide textile is never in doubt. Trace passes
CAL 117 and can be further enhanced by adding Brentano’s excellent cross-linked stain resistant finish Trisistant.
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Panel
Insight 6564
Contents: 54% Polyester, 30% Post-Industrial Recycled Polyester, 16% Post-Consumer Recycled Polyester

bleach cleanable

Insight is a tight and tailored 66” wide hydrophobic panel fabric. Its 11 contemporary colorways range from
classic neutrals to more assuming tones that work harmoniously with the rest of the Framework collection.
Perfect for contract, hospitality and acoustical projects, Insight passes ASTM E-84 Class A (unadhered) and
is bleach cleanable.
Intuition 6562
Contents: 54% Polyester, 30% Post-Industrial Recycled Polyester, 16% Post-Consumer Recycled Polyester

bleach cleanable

Intuition is a supple, stylish and highly focused addition to the Framework collection. Intuition is a 66” wide
hydrophobic and acoustical panel fabric that was fashioned to emulate the subtleties of dappled light. It is
available in 15 diverse but functional colorways. It is bleach cleanable and passes ASTM E-84 Class A
(unadhered), making it an excellent choice for dynamic work environments and discerning hospitality spaces.

* IMO Wheelmark certificate is required for all sea-going yachts and passenger ships that sail under the
IMO/MED or MCA. IMO stands for "International Maritime Organization” and approval requirements are
harmonized and specifically relate to the fire protection rating of the textile.
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